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Abstract

This white paper outlines the conceptual foundation, mechanics, and roadmap of 
$NOTHING – a meme-based cryptocurrency. $NOTHING is a token devoid of 
inherent value or potential financial gains. Its primary value lies in its potential for 
community participation, amusement, and entertainment.



Introduction

The $NOTHING token represents a radical departure from traditional 
cryptocurrency concepts. It embodies an evolution of the crypto community's 
humor and spirit of collaboration. With no inherent or expected financial value, the 
$NOTHING token is a testament to decentralized, community-led operations.



Team

The $NOTHING token team comprises a group of experienced developers and 
accomplished marketing experts. The team’s mission is to foster a robust, 
community-driven project that transcends conventional expectations of token utility 
and financial gain.



Objective

The primary objective of the $NOTHING token is to establish a community-driven 
endeavor. The team has structured the tokenomics to encourage broad ownership 
of tokens, without holding any tokens themselves, emphasizing the project's 
community-focused nature.



Tokenomics

Supply

The total supply of the $NOTHING token is 
capped at 666,666,666,666,666, reinforcing the 
meme-centric nature of the project.

Initial Burn and Buyback & Burn

An initial burn of 50% of the total supply has 
been conducted, reducing the circulating supply. 
Additionally, a 6% of each sale transaction is 
allocated to a Buyback & Burn mechanism, 
ensuring the token's deflationary nature.



Tokenomics

Token Allocation

The initial allocation of the $NOTHING token is as follows:

● Presale (30%): For presale purposes, allowing early supporters to acquire tokens before public 
listing.

● Liquidity Pool (10%): Provides liquidity on decentralized exchanges.
● CEX Listings (4%): Reserved for listings on Centralized Exchanges (CEX).



Tokenomics

Ownership

All tokens are exclusively owned by the public, 
emphasizing the community's role in the project.

Taxes

On Purchase (Buy):

0% tax, encouraging participation.

On Sale (Sell):

5% tax, supporting community initiatives, 
marketing efforts, and project development.



Tokenomics

Funding

Operations are funded by sell taxes, supporting 
marketing initiatives and rewarding the 
community.

Tokenomics Audit

The $NOTHING tokenomics has been audited 
by a trusted third party, ensuring the robustness 
and security of the model.



Tokenomics



Roadmap

Token Listings

The team aims for listings on CoinMarketCap 
and CoinGecko for enhanced visibility and Coin 
Exchange (CEX) listings for wider accessibility.

Community Governance

$NOTHING operates under a community 
governance model. All decisions are made by 
the community, promoting transparency and 
public involvement.



Conclusion

The $NOTHING token is a unique experiment in the crypto-landscape, focusing on 
community building and entertainment. This white paper represents a conceptual 
overview of the $NOTHING token. Further information about the token, the team, 
and the community can be found on the official website and social media 
channels.

This document is not a solicitation for investment and does not pertain to an 
offering of securities. While we intend to attempt to realize the vision described, it 
is subject to various factors and risks. $NOTHING is a digital token with no 
inherent value, and we caution against any investment in the $NOTHING token.


